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The assessment of conceptual and statistical 

coherence of the World Justice Project (WJP) Rule 

of Law Index and the estimation of the impact of 

modeling assumptions on a country’s performance 

are useful steps: they add to the transparency and 

reliability of the Index and build confidence in the 

narratives supported by the measure. Modeling the 

cultural and subjective concepts underlying the rule 

of law at a national scale around the globe raises 

practical challenges related to the combination of 

these concepts into a single set of numbers. 

The Econometrics and Applied Statistics Unit at 

the European Commission Joint Research Centre in 

Ispra, Italy has undertaken for a second consecutive 

year, and upon request of the WJP, a thorough 

statistical assessment of the Index.1 The WJP 

Rule of Law Index was assessed along two main 

avenues: the conceptual and statistical coherence 

of its structure, and the impact of key modeling 

assumptions on its scores and ranks.
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Conceptual and statistical 
coherence in the WJP 
Rule of Law framework

Country data delivered to the JRC represented 

average scores of public or expert opinion on 

479 variables. These variables are not affected 

by outliers or skewed distributions2, except for 

16 variables spread across six factors in the WJP 

Rule of Law Index.3 Given the high number of 

variables combined in building a factor, the skewed 

distributions of those variables do not bias the 

results. Some reservations on Civil conflict is 

effectively limited (sub-factor 3.2) are discussed 

later. The 2011 dataset is characterized by excellent 

data coverage (92% in a matrix of 479 variables × 

66 countries). Data coverage per dimension and 

country is also very good or excellent. A further 

data quality issue relates to the treatment of missing 

values. The WJP, for reasons of transparency and 

replicability, calculated sub-factor scores using 

only available information for each country. This 

choice, which is common in relevant contexts, might 

discourage countries from reporting low data values. 

We tested the implications of ‘no imputation’ versus 

the hot-deck imputation method and discuss this 

in the second part of the assessment together with 

other modeling assumptions.

Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to 

assess to what extent the conceptual framework is 

confirmed by statistical approaches and to identify 

eventual pitfalls. The analysis confirms the WJP 

Rule of Law Index structure, as within each of the 

eight dimensions the first latent factor captures 

between 55% up to 93% of the variance (best result 

for Absence of Corruption – Factor 2). A more detailed 

analysis of the correlation structure confirms the 

expectation that the sub-factors are more correlated 

to their own dimension than to any other dimension 

and all correlations are strong and positive. Hence, 

no-reallocation of sub-factors is needed. Finally, the 

eight factors share a single latent factor that captures 

82% of the total variance. This latter result could 

be used as a statistical justification for aggregating 

further the eight dimensions into a single index by 

using a weighted arithmetic average. This is not 

currently done, as the WJP team aims to shed more 

light on the dimensions of the rule of law as opposed 

to an overall index.

Next, tests focused on identifying whether the 

eight dimensions of the WJP Rule of Law Index 

are statistically well-balanced in the underlying 

sub-factors. In the present context given that all 

dimensions are built as simple arithmetic averages 

(i.e. equal weights for the relative sub-factors), our 

analysis answers the question: ‘are the sub-factors 

really equally important?’ We used an ‘importance 

measure’ (henceforth S
i
), known as correlation 

ratio or first order sensitivity measure (Saltelli et 

al., 2008). The S
i
 describes ‘the expected reduction 

in the variance of factor scores that would be 

Table 1. Importance measures (variance-based) for the eight factors of the WJP Rule of Law Index
���!�1����	 W8 WK WN WO WR WS WT WX

¦�8  \�XX�7\�\R9 \�X\�7\�\X9 \�S�7\�889 \�SO�7\�89 \�XT�7\�\T9  \�SO�7\�8\9

¦�K \�XT�7\�\X9 \�YN�7\�\S9 \�KT�7\�8X9§ \�SO�7\�8N9 \�T\�7\�\Y9 \�XT�7\�\X9 \�NR�7\�8K9§ \�TX�7\�\X9

¦�N \�YO�7\�\O9 \�YY�7\�\O9 \�TN�7\�889 \�TK�7\�889 \�XK�7\�\Y9 \�XO�7\�\Y9 \�NY�7\�8K9§ \�TN�7\�889

¦�O \�TO�7\�\T9   \�XX�7\�\T9 \�SX�7\�\Y9 \�XN�7\�\X9 \�S8�7\�\Y9 \�SO�7\�889

¦�R \�XN�7\�\Y9   \�RT�7\�8N9 \�XK�7\�\Y9 \�TR�7\�89 \�XX�7\�\X9 \�XT�7\�\T9

¦�S \�TN�7\�\Y9   \�XX�7\�89 \�T\�7\�8K9  \�T8�7\�889 \�SO�7\�\X9

¦�T \�T\�7\�8\9   \�SY�7\�\T9   \�NY�7\�8O9§ \�X\�7\�\T9

¦�X    \�SN�7\�\Y9   \�TK�7\�889  

¦�Y       \�TN�7\�8K9  

Source: European Commission Joint Research Centre; WJP Rule of Law Index 2011

Notes: (1) Numbers represent the kernel estimates of the Pearson correlation ratio (
2� ). (2) Bootstrap confidence intervals are given in parenthesis. (3) Sub-factors that have much lower 

contribution to the variance of the relevant Factor scores than the equal weighting expectation are marked with an asterisk. (4) F.1: Limited Government Powers, F.2: Absence of Corruption, 

F.3: Order and Security, F.4: Fundamental Rights, F.5: Open Government, F.6: Effective Regulatory Enforcement, F.7: Access to Civil Justice, F.8: Effective Criminal Justice
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obtained if a given sub-factor could be fixed’. As 

discussed in Paruolo et al., 2011, we can take this 

as a measure of importance; thus if sub-factors are 

supposed to be equally important their S
i
 values 

should not differ too much. Results are reassuring: 

all sub-factors are important in classifying countries 

within each factor, though some sub-factors are 

slightly more important than others (see Table 1). 

However, for the Access to Civil Justice, one could 

question the contribution of sub-factors 7.2, 7.3 

and 7.7 compared to the remaining sub-factors on 

the basis of their lower effective weight. The issue is 

somewhat more serious for Order and Security where 

sub-factor 3.2 (civil conflict is effectively limited) is 

half as important as the other two. The reason is 

that 52 out of 66 countries do have civil conflict 

effectively limited and hence they all receive a 

score of 1.0 in this sub-factor. Consequently, sub-

factor 3.2 has no discriminating power over those 

countries. Yet, sub-factor 3.2 becomes important 

and placed on equal footing with the other two sub-

factors when it comes to the remaining 14 countries 

where civil conflicts exist. In order for sub-factor 

3.2 to become as important as the other two for the 

entire set of countries, the original weights should 

be changed from 1,1,1, to 1, 2.5, 1 (in that case all S
i
 

values will be between 0.60 and 0.70).     

Impact of modeling 
assumptions on the WJP 
Rule of Law Index results

Every dimension in the WJP Rule of Law Index is 

the outcome of choices: the framework (driven by 

theoretical models and expert opinion), the variables 

included, the estimation or not of missing values, the 

normalization of the variables, the weights assigned 

to the variables and sub-factors, and the aggregation 

method, among other elements. Some of these 

choices are based on expert opinion, or common 

practice, driven by statistical analysis or the need for 

ease of communication. The aim of the robustness 

analysis is to assess to what extent these choices 

might affect country classification. We have dealt 

with these uncertainties simultaneously in order to 

assess their joint influence and fully acknowledge 

their implications. Data are considered to be error-

free since the WJP team already undertook a double-

check control of potential outliers and eventual 

errors and typos were corrected during this phase. 

The robustness assessment of the WJP Rule of 

Law Index was based on a combination of a Monte 

Carlo experiment and a multi-modeling approach. 

This type of assessment aims to respond to eventual 

criticism that the country scores associated with 

aggregate measures are generally not calculated 

under conditions of certainty, even if they are 

frequently presented as such (Saisana et al., 2005, 

2011). The Monte Carlo simulation related to 

the weights and comprised 1,000 runs, each 

corresponding to a different set of weights of the 

sub-factors underlying each dimension, randomly 

sampled from uniform continuous distributions 

centered in the reference values. The choice of 

the range for the weights’ variation was driven by 

two opposite needs: on the one hand, the need to 

ensure a wide enough interval to have meaningful 

robustness checks; on the other hand, the need 

to respect the rationale of the WJP that the sub-

factors are equally important when calculating a 

dimension. Given these considerations, limit values 

of uncertainty intervals have been defined as shown 

in Table 2. 

The multi-modeling approach involved 

combinations of the remaining two key assumptions 

on the ‘no imputation’ of missing data and the 

aggregation formula within a factor. The WJP 

calculated sub-factor scores using only available 

information for each country4. This choice (often 

termed as ‘no imputation’) was confronted with the 

application of the hot-deck imputation method5. 

Regarding the WJP assumption on the aggregation 

function (arithmetic average), and despite the fact 

that it received statistical support (see principal 

component analysis results in the previous section), 

decision-theory practitioners have challenged this 

type of aggregation because of inherent theoretical 

inconsistencies lined to their fully compensatory 

nature, in which a comparative advantage of 

a few variables can compensate a comparative 

disadvantage of many variables. Hence, we 

considered the geometric average instead, which is 

a partially compensatory approach.6 Consequently, 

we tested four models based on the combination 

of no imputation versus hot-deck and arithmetic 

versus geometric average. Combined with the 1,000 
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Figure 1: Robustness analysis (WJP factor ranks vs. median rank, 90% intervals)

Source: European Commission Joint Research Centre; WJP Rule of Law Index 2011

Notes: Countries with wide intervals –more than 10 positions– across 4,000 simulations related to estimation of missing data, weighting and aggregation 
formula are flagged.

(black line), the dot being the simulated median 

rank. Error bars represent, for each country, the 90% 

interval across all simulations. Ranks in all eight 

factors are very robust to the modeling assumptions: 

90 percent of the countries shift with respect to the 

simulated median less than � 1 position in Limited 

Government Powers (F.1), Absence of Corruption 

(F.2), Fundamental Rights (F.4) and Effective 

Regulatory Enforcement (F.6); less than � 2 positions 

in Access to Civil Justice (F.7) and Effective Criminal 

Justice (F.8); less than � 3 positions in Order and 

Security (F.3) and Open Government (F.5). The fact 

simulations per model to account for the uncertainty 

in the weights across the sub-factors, we carried out 

altogether 4,000 simulations. 

The main results of the robustness analysis are 

provided in Figure 1, which shows median ranks 

and 90% intervals computed across the 4,000 

Monte Carlo simulations for Absence of Corruption 

(F.2, one of the most robust dimensions) and for 

Open Government (F.5, one of the least robust 

dimensions). Countries are ordered from best to 

worst according to their reference rank in the WJP 

Table 2. Uncertainties simulated in the WJP Rule of Law Index
���6��������%����������"!����#�
!���

 Reference method Alternative method
 �	���"!����	� hot-deck

����6��������%���������������

WJP Rule of Law Index 2011 Z��������#�
!� 6��������%������ 
7¥�KRG�	����������#�
!�9

W���	�8��,�������Q	#��������	����7S9 \�8ST \�8KR \�K\X
W���	�K��5�������	���	!"��	��7N9 \�NNN \�KR\ \�O8T
W���	�N��)����������!��%�7N9 \�NNN \�KR\ \�O8T
W���	�O��W!��������
�Z������7X9 \�8KR \�\YO \�8RS
W���	�R��)"���Q	#��������7S9 \�8ST \�8KR \�K\X

W���	�S��+������#��Z��!
��	%�+��	�������7R9 \�K\\ \�8R\ \�KR\

W���	�T��5�������	���#�
��!������7X9 \�8KR \�\YO \�8RS
W���	�X��+������#��������
��!������7T9 \�8ON \�8\T \�8TY

�����6��������%����������������	���	�!
�
 Z������������	� Alternative method
 arithmetic average geometric average 
Source: European Commission Joint Research Centre; WJP Rule of Law Index 2011

Notes: Number of sub-factors underlying each factor are given in parenthesis. 
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1 The JRC analysis was based on the recommendations of the OECD (2008) Handbook 
on Composite Indicators, and on more recent research from the JRC. The JRC auditing 
studies of composite indicators are available at http://composite-indicators.jrc.ec.europa.
eu/ 

2 Groeneveld and Meeden (1984) set the criteria for absolute skewness above 1 and 
kurtosis above 3.5. The skewness criterion was relaxed to ‘above 2’ to account for the small 
sample (66 countries).

3 In the WJP Rule of Law Index, ‘factors’ are equivalent to dimensions and ‘sub-factors’ 
to sub-dimensions.

4 Note that here ‘no imputation’ is equivalent to replacing missing values with the average 
of the available data within each sub-factor.

5 The ‘hot-deck method’ (also termed ‘nearest neighbour method’) involves substituting 
missing values for a given country with available data from ‘similar’ countries, similarity 
being measured by a certain distance (Little and Rubin, 2002). For the WJP factors, after 
cross-validation, we selected Manhattan distance and three nearest neighbours.

6 In the geometric average, sub-factors are multiplied as opposed to summed in the 
arithmetic average. Sub-factor weights appear as exponents in the multiplication.

that Absence of Corruption (F.2) is one of the most 

robust dimensions in the WJP Rule of Law Index 

with respect to modeling assumptions and also very 

coherent (as discussed in the previous section) is all 

the more noteworthy given its potential inclusion 

in the Corruption Perception Index of Transparency 

International, to describe perception of corruption 

in the public sector and among politicians. 

Simulated 90% intervals across 4,000 Monte Carlo 

runs are narrow enough for most countries (less 

than 4 positions in 75% of the cases) to allow for 

meaningful inferences to be drawn. Exceptionally, 

few countries have relatively wide intervals (roughly 

10-16 positions): China and Liberia on F.1, Ghana 

on F.2, Bangladesh on F.3, Singapore on F.4, Iran, 

Morocco, Singapore and Vietnam on F.5, Jamaica 

on F.6, and no country on F.7 or F.8. These 

relatively wide intervals are due to compensation of 

low performance on some sub-factors with a very 

good performance on other sub-factors in a given 

dimension (see country profiles in the main part 

of the report). Although these few cases are not a 

worrisome concern in the context of rule of law, they 

have been flagged herein as part of the sensitivity 

analysis in order to give more transparency in the 

entire process and to help appreciate the WJP Rule 

of Law Index results with respect to the assumptions 

made during the development phase. 

Overall, the JRC analysis suggests that the 

conceptualized multi-level structure of the WJP 

Rule of Law Index is statistically coherent and 

none of the eight dimensions is dominated by 

any of its underlying sub-factors. Country ranks 

across the eight dimensions are also fairly robust to 

methodological changes related to the estimation 

of missing data, weighting or aggregation rule (less 

than �1 position shift in 90% of the cases).


